THESIS is the independent, science-based sustainability performance management solution for retail suppliers and buyers.

5 benefits of THESIS

- Compare who leads and lags in sustainability performance
- Identify suppliers with advanced sustainability practices
- Pinpoint opportunities for market advantages
- Reduce supplier survey fatigue
- Identify and manage high risk suppliers

Resources available to TSC members

- Project management for supplier engagement
- Team sustainability workshops
- Data analysis support
- Marketing opportunities including support for case studies

What your suppliers see on THESIS

- **Assessment**
  - Complete guidance and support
- **Scorecard**
  - Scores and ranking

See how your suppliers perform

Identify where to focus engagement

Compare specific metrics

SCHEDULE A CALL WITH TSC

LEARN MORE
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THESIS is the independent, science-based sustainability performance management solution for retail suppliers and buyers.

5 benefits THESIS offers

- Pinpoint opportunities for improved supply chain efficiency
- Clarify sustainability performance
- Communicate directly with retail customers
- Identify supply chain risks
- Access resources on supply chain impacts

Share results with participating customers*

What’s included in your THESIS license?

- Unlimited THESIS assessments
- Science-based educational resources
- Sustainability action recommendations
- Scorecard with peer ranking
- Phone and email support
- Unlimited users
- Multi-retailer sharing

* TSC members and partners have different levels of access to your data based on their subscription level with SupplyShift.

GET STARTED ON SUPPLYSHIFT

LEARN MORE